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Chapter

Novel Methods for Forensic Multimedia Data Analysis: Part I

Petra Perner

Abstract

The increased usage of digital media in daily life has resulted in the demand for novel multimedia data analysis techniques that can help to use these data for forensic purposes. Processing of such data for police investigation and as evidence in a court of law, such that data interpretation is reliable, trustworthy, and efficient in terms of human time and other resources required, will help greatly to speed up investigation and make investigation more effective. If such data are to be used as evidence in a court of law, techniques that can confirm origin and integrity are necessary. In this chapter, we are proposing a new concept for new multimedia processing techniques for varied multimedia sources. We describe the background and motivation for our work. The overall system architecture is explained. We present the data to be used. After a review of the state of the art of related work of the multimedia data we consider in this work, we describe the method and techniques we are developing that go beyond the state of the art. The work will be continued in a Chapter Part II of this topic.
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1. Introduction

The objective of this work is to provide novel methods and techniques for the analysis of forensic multimedia data. These methods and techniques should form a novel toolkit for automatic forensic multimedia data. The data modalities the proposed work is considering are images and videos, text, handwriting, speech and audio signals, social media data, log data, and genetic data. The integration of methods for all these different data modalities in one tool kit should allow the cross-analysis of these data and the detection of events by interlinking between these data. The proposed methods will face on standard forensic tasks, for example, identification of events, persons, or groups and device recognition. Together with the end users and the police forces, new standard tasks will be worked out during the project and will give a new input to the standardization aspect of forensic data analysis.

The proposed novel methods and techniques will consider all aspects of multimedia data analysis such as device identification and trustworthiness of the data, signal enhancement, preprocessing, feature extraction, signal and data analysis, and interpretation.
Techniques for detecting artifacts in images and videos are of paramount importance. To trust the information extracted from images and videos, it is necessary to make sure that the image and video have been recorded by a camera, and that no artifact has been added. The detection of artifacts is a key element to use an image or a video in court. Thus, it should be clearly assessed the integrity of images and videos used as a proof of evidence.

In most image applications, the acquired images represent a degraded version of the original scene. Degradation in such images may appear in different forms. These types of degradations must be removed before the images are used for classification or decision making.

Novelty detection for the identification of novel situation and tasks will be another task that will be important in forensic applications, where the victims or events are very flexible. It will allow to identify new tasks, and by doing so, it will be an automatic method to improve standardization of the analysis of forensic data.

We will also develop learning methods to include new data into the existing cases and summarization of new and old cases into more general cases applicable to a wider range of tasks for further law purposes. For that, novel case-based reasoning methods will be developed that can keep the cases based on their multimedia features and specific event features in a case base, so that they can be easily retrieved and applied for new situations. The case-based reasoning system will consist of novel probabilistic and similarity-based methods. It will provide a wide range of novel similarity-based reasoning methods for the different feature types for identification and similarity determination. A special taxonomy for similarity determination and measures will be worked out and implemented in the CBR system. It will provide explanation capabilities for similarity and as those it will help a forensic data analyst to identify the right reasoning method for his particular problem. This aspect goes along with the training and education aspect for forensic data analysis. Part of this will be self-contained in the chosen methods and realized by the system.

In Section 2, the background and the motivation of our work will be described. Taking into account the special needs for multimedia forensic analysis, identification, and recognition system, we develop a novel architecture based on case-based reasoning. The data used are described in Section 3. Related work and the progress we want to make with our work are described in Section 4. This work does not only take into account to develop novel methods and techniques for multimedia content processing and reasoning, but we are also taking into account the legal aspect that is going along with processing sensible data. Finally, we given conclusions in Section 5. This chapter is continued in the Chapter Part II of Novel Methods for Forensic Multimedia Data Analysis.

2. Background, motivation, and overall system architecture

The analysis of multimedia data has to consider different aspects of the modalities of the data. We want to deal with images and videos, text, handwriting, speech and audio signals, social media data, log data, and genetic data. The idea is to come up with an automatic system that should cover all aspects of data analysis for the different modalities from the signal enhancement, preprocessing, feature extraction to the analysis, and interpretation. This includes image enhancement in order to eliminate the degradation in an image that might appear because of a known or an unknown blurring function, which leads to the
consideration of deconvolution and blind deconvolution problems or because of very low resolution devices, which lead to the combination of several low resolution images to obtain a high resolution one, the so called, super-resolution problem or to the utilization of highly compressed images, which suffer from compression artifacts.

Techniques for detecting artifacts in images and videos will be developed to trust the information extracted from images and videos. They should allow to make sure that the image and video have been recorded by a camera, and that no artifact has been added.

Feature extraction will be the selection of a set of sufficiently low- and high-level features in order to complement the existing standards for image, video, and audio data, with the aim at enabling novel and robust classification and recognition methods. They should allow modeling the standard tasks for forensic data analysis known so far but should be flexible enough to cover the needs of newly arising task.

Twitter was actively used by rivaling gang members to plan their assaults. Twitter data are hard to analyze because the text fragments are very short, multiple persons can be involved in a conversation about various topics, and the data are rapidly changing. Novel methods are necessary, which can be used to monitor in real-time Twitter and identify potential threats including individuals and communities of users who are planning illegal activities.

Furthermore, we plan to build a dynamic model on Twitter text to forecast the upcoming significant events and emotions of the crowd associated with these events. While there can be many events with strong presence in Social Media, some of them would have stronger negative emotions associated with them. These events are candidates that may have criminal nature or significant social consequences.

The huge amount of CCTV systems has increased the importance of video and image evidence in forensic labs. An automatic system should be able to select heads, vehicles, license plates, guns, dresses, and all other objects that can link a person to the event.

An important main focus of police work is the identification of people for which a decision of the public prosecutor’s office or a judge to the observation or an arrest warrant was issued. Within the scope of this arrangement, the use of video supervised places and facilities, or at before not known places, the application of mobile video technology should occur for this purpose. The aim is to develop methods and procedures for an automatic system for identification of one or several target people in mobile video recordings based on passport photos or other available pictures.

A significant portion of data collected by Law Enforcement Agencies consists of speech and audio files. They form an important part of legal cases. Speech recognition systems (such as dictation systems) are now available in many languages. However, continuous spontaneous speech recognition is still an unsolved problem. Novel methods for the recognition of continuous spontaneous speech and other audio signals are necessary.

While the commercially available optical character recognition systems are very successful for printed documents, recognition of words in unconstrained settings or “in the wild” still is an open problem, and recognition of handwritten text continues to be a challenge. We propose to develop novel Handwriting Recognition Methods for unconstrained settings.

Novel Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) methods will be developed for the recognition, interpretation, and identification task. Case-based reasoning explicitly
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uses past cases from the domain expert’s successful or failing experiences. CBR is very useful in applications, where generalized knowledge is lacking. Therefore, case-based reasoning can be seen as a method for problem solving as well as a

Figure 1.
System overview.
method to capture new experiences and make them immediately available for problem solving. It can be seen as a learning and knowledge discovery approach since it can capture from new experiences some general knowledge such as case classes, prototypes, and some higher-level concept. All these points make a CBR system very useful for the analyses of forensic data. The method is able to capture new cases and store new and old cases in a summarized way, so that they can be easily retrieved or used for reasoning. The reasoning methods are based on similarity that makes it very useful to detect and identify similar and identical cases without having generalized knowledge. Different similarity measures have to be developed that can deal with the different modalities of data and their case representation. A taxonomy of similarity will be developed that explains the relation, usefulness, and application of the different similarity measures to the data that will help a forensic data analyst to efficiently apply these reasoning methods to his problem.

All the above-mentioned facts result in the overall system architecture given in Figure 1. The architecture consists of the three main processing units: media preprocessing, feature extraction, and decision unit based on case-based reasoning. The input is the different media data. The architecture is open, so that new input media data can be considered when the necessary processing modules are available. The outcome of the preprocessing and the feature extraction unit is a description of the different media data by sufficiently low- and high-level features that will be combined to the case representation. The reasoning will be done by the case-based reasoning unit based on formerly calculated case representation. The reasoning will be the identification and recognition of the objects or scenarios as well as the detection of novel events. The CBR unit will be criticized based on the result of the action, and the decision of the CBR unit has been proposed. Depending on that outcome, case-based maintenance will be done. New case will be stored in the case base, the similarity measure will be updated or changed, or case generalization will be done.

Besides the development of novel processing and reasoning methods, it is necessary to develop a legal framework regulating the process of gathering, processing, analyzing, and integrating multimedia data.

3. Data used

Different types of security-related data will be used for the work provided by the end users:

- Passive millimeter-wave (PMMW) images and video are used for security screening as many materials, including clothing, are transparent to millimeter-waves. The imagers that use this technology, such as those developed by ALFA [1], are therefore installed at security checkpoints to screen people for hidden weapons (including powders, liquids, and gels) and contraband. They are characterized by a low resolution compared to visible images, due to the wavelength used. ALFA’s current software automatically detects objects within the spatial and thermal resolution of the system and draws a red box around them. Some examples of this image type are given in Figures 2–4. These are then represented at the approximate locations on a generic silhouette to preserve the subject’s privacy. However, object classification to automatically distinguish between a threat and a nonthreat object is not currently performed. A new system will be developed to make a classification based on the shape and size of
the objects detected in the raw millimeter-wave image. This would reduce the number of false alarms.

• Anonymous Data from Text will be collected. These data are freely available on the Web. We propose to perform initial experiments on anonymized data to validate the feasibility of our approach. After authorization of the responsible superiors of the cybercrime unit is obtained, we will use the developed system for real-life investigations.

• A Telekom company will prepare a speech database obtained under various conditions and under various speech coders and encoders to test the new algorithms.

Figure 2.
(a) Left: clothed subject; center: raw millimeter-wave image of subject; right: subject showing hidden suicide bomber belt; (b) left: clothed subject; center: raw millimeter-wave image of subject; right: subject showing hidden gun and knife; (c) left: clothed subject at 10 m; center: millimeter-wave image of subject at 10 m; right: subject showing two hidden bags of powder explosives. Subject with gel pack hidden between the legs and automatic millimeter-wave detection marked + raw millimeter-wave image of subject; right: subject with gel pack hidden under the arm and automatic millimeter-wave detection marked + raw millimeter-wave image of subject.
• Video and Image databases with case scenarios will be provided by police forces.

• Handwriting documents will be collected through the involvement of graduate and undergraduate students. We also plan to use the following benchmark dataset: IAM Database for Off-line Cursive Handwritten Text http://www.iam.unibe.ch/~zimmerma/iamdb/iamdb.html. The database contains the forms of unconstrained western handwritten text. It includes 27,000 isolated words (400 pages).

4. Related work and progress

4.1 Video and image enhancement, filtering, and assessment

4.1.1 State of the art

In most image applications, the acquired images represent a degraded version of the original scene. These applications include astronomical imaging [2] (e.g., using...
ground-based imaging systems or extraterrestrial observations of the earth and the planets), commercial photography [3, 4], surveillance and forensics [5, 6], medical imaging [7] (e.g., X-rays, digital angiograms, autoradiographs, MRI, and SPECT), and security tasks where commercial photography and other image modalities like Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [8] and Passive Millimeter (PMMW) [9] are frequently used.

Degradations in such images may appear in different forms. They may be due to a known or an unknown blurring function that leads to the consideration of deconvolution [9–13] and blind deconvolution [3, 14] problems. They may also be due to the use of very low-resolution devices, which lead to the combination of several low-resolution images to obtain a high-resolution one, the so-called, super-resolution problem [15, 16] or to the utilization of highly compressed images, which suffer from compression artifacts [17]. These types of degradations must be removed before the images or video sequences are used for classification or decision making. Interestingly, all the problems described above can be formulated within the Bayesian framework [18–20]. A fundamental principle of the Bayesian philosophy is to regard all parameters and unobservable variables as unknown stochastic quantities, assigning probability distributions based on subjective beliefs. Thus, the original image(s), the observation noise, and even the function(s) defining the acquisition process are all treated as samples of random fields, with corresponding prior probability density functions that model our knowledge about the imaging process and the nature of images.

4.1.2 Beyond the state of the art

Once the problem is modeled, inference is then needed. The recently developed variational Bayesian methods have attracted a lot of interest in Bayesian statistics, machine learning, and related areas [18–20]. A major disadvantage of traditional methods (such as expectation maximization (EM)) is that they generally require exact knowledge of the posterior distributions of the unknowns, or poor approximations of them are used. Variational Bayesian methods overcome this limitation by approximating the unknown posterior distributions with simpler, analytically tractable distributions, which allow for the computation of the needed expectations and therefore extend the applicability of Bayesian inference to a much wider range of modeling options: more complex priors (which are very much needed in applications involving images) modeling the unknowns can be utilized with ease, resulting in improved estimation accuracy.

Techniques for detecting artifacts in images and videos are of paramount importance. In order to trust the information extracted from images and videos, it is necessary to make sure that the image and video have been recorded by a camera, and that no artifact has been added. The detection of artifacts is a key element to use an image or a video in court. Thus, the integrity of images and videos used as a proof of evidence should be clearly assessed. The trustworthiness of images and videos has clearly an essential role in many security areas, including forensic investigation, criminal investigation, surveillance systems, and intelligence services.

As stated by Mahdian and Saic [21], verifying the integrity of digital images and detecting the traces of tampering without using any protecting pre-extracted or pre-embedded information have become an important research field of image processing. We will utilize and develop blind methods for detecting image forgery, that is, methods that use the image function to perform the forgery detection task. These methods are based on the fact that forgeries bring into the image-specific detectable changes (e.g., statistical changes). In high-quality forgeries, these changes cannot be found by visual inspection. Existing methods mostly try to identify various traces
of tampering and detect them separately. The final decision about the forgery can be carried out by fusion of results of separate detectors.

Blind methods can be classified into several categories. In detection of near-duplicated image regions, a part of the image is copied and pasted into another part of the same image with the intention to hide an object or a region. There are methods capable of detecting near duplicated parts of the image that usually require a human interpretation of the results, see Refs. [21–23]. A different category includes interpolation and geometric transformation that are typically based on the resampling of a portion of an image onto a new sampling lattice, see, for example, Ref. [24]. In the photomontage detection problem, one of the fundamental tasks is the detection of image splicing, which can sometimes be based on analyzing the lighting conditions. Another category is related to compression method. In order to alter an image, typically the image is loaded to photoediting software, and once the changes are done, the digital image is resaved. Methods capable of finding the image compression history can be helpful in forgery detection. Another important category is the study of the noise characteristics and the chromatic aberrations [25, 26]. In the same line, blur and sharpening can also be analyzed to detect the concealment of traces of tampering. When two or more images are spliced together, it is often difficult to keep the appearance of the image correct perspective. Applying the principles from projective geometry to problems in image forgery detection can be also a proper way to detect traces of tampering. There are also other groups of forensic methods effective in forgery detection, see, for instance, single-view recaptured image detection, aliveness detection for face authentication, and device identification in digital image forensics, Refs. [27–30].

4.2 Case-based reasoning

4.2.1 State of the art

Case-Based Reasoning has been shown a successful problem-solving method in different applications were generalized knowledge is lacking. CBR has been used to interpret images [31, 32], 1-D signals [31, 33, 34], and text cases [35]. It also has been used for meta-learning of the best parameter of image segmentation [36] and classification methods [37], so that the best processing and classification results can be achieved, although domain knowledge is lacking. The success of these systems is because cases can be more easily collected than rules or other domain data and because of the flexibility of the systems based on their learning and maintenance mechanisms that allow incrementally improvement of their system performance during usage of the system.

4.2.2 Beyond the state of the art

The necessity to study the taxonomy of similarity measures and a first attempt to construct a taxonomy over similarity measures has been given by Perner [38] and has been further studied by Cunningham [39]. More work is necessary especially when not only one feature type and representation is used in a CBR system, as it is the case for multimedia data. These multimedia cases will be more complex as the cases used in the system described above that only face on one specific data type. To understand the similarity between these multimedia cases will require more complex knowledge of similarity by the police investigator for the different types of multimedia data. To develop novel similarity measures for text, videos, images, and audio and speech signals and to construct a taxonomy that allows understanding the relation between the different similarity measures will be a challenging task. Similarity aggregation
of the different types of similarity measures is another challenging topic. Specific knowledge for the different types of data such as text [40, 41], images [42–44], video [45], 1-D signals, and meta-learning [36] is required in this work. The development of new similarity measures for multimedia data types and new data representations and ontologies will be done. A complex CBR system that can handle so many different data types, similarities, and data sources is a novelty.

Retrieval of multimedia data from a case base can be refined by relevance feedback mechanisms [46–52]. The user is asked to mark retrieved results as being “relevant” or not with respect to his/her interests. Then, feature weights and the similarity measures are suitably adapted to reflect user’s interests. Relevance feedback can be implemented in a number of ways, for example, as the solution of an optimization problem, or as a classification problem. According to the problem at hand, the most suited formulation has to be devised. Thus, the main challenge will be to formulate the relevance feedback problem for forensic applications, so that the search is driven toward the cases more relevant to the case at hand.

Research has been described for learning of feature weights and similarity measures [53–55]. Case mining from raw data in order to get more generalized cases has been described by Jaenichen and Perner [56]. Learning of generalized cases and the hierarchy over the case base has been presented by the authors of Refs. [45, 57]. These works demonstrate that the system performance can be significantly improved by these functions of a CBR system.

New techniques for learning of feature weights and similarity measures and case generalization for different multimedia types are necessary and will be developed for these tasks.

The question of the Life Cycle of a CBR system goes along with the learning capabilities, case base organization and maintenance mechanism, standardization, and software engineering for which new concepts should be developed. As the result, we should come up with generic components for a CBR system for multimedia data analysis and interpretation that form a set of modules that can be easily integrated and updated into the CBR architecture. The CBR system architecture should easily allow configuring modules for new arising task.

The partner IBAI has a number of national and international patents that protect their work on CBR for images and signals. It is to expect that new methods will be developed that can be protected by patents and can ensure the international competition of European entities on CBR systems.

4.3 Multimedia feature extraction

4.3.1 State of the art

Most of computer vision algorithms rely on the extraction of meaningful features that transform raw data values into a more significant representation, better suited for classification and recognition. Although considered often not a central problem, the quality of feature representation can have critically important implications for the performance of the subsequent recognition methods.

Features are usually defined and selected according to a problem-oriented strategy, that is, ad hoc in light of the information considered relevant for the task at hand. In forensics, a plethora of features have been defined for the automated solutions to different problems, such as face detection, retrieval and recognition in video and images [58–60], individual people tracking over video sequences [61, 62], recognition of different biometric parameters (ear, gait, and iris) in images or videos [63, 64], speaker identification in audio signals, suspicious word detection, and handwriting recognition in text document.
Main challenges in forensics scenarios regard the unconstrained conditions in which multimedia data are collected. For audio signals, this is usually in the form of channel distortion and/or ambient noise. For videos and images, problems arise from changes in the illumination direction and/or in the pose of the subjects, occlusions, aging, and so on.

For images and videos, according to the problem at hand, the features selected can be based on specific morphologic parameters of individuals, such as face characteristics (e.g., nose width and eye distance) [65], posture and gesture, ear details, and so on or on general appearance features computed with low-level descriptors. These descriptors can be either global or local and can exhibit different degrees of invariance. Global descriptor category includes features based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [66] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [67]. The local descriptor category is currently spreading and comprises features based on local values of color, intensity, or texture. To this category belong Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [68], Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [69], Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [70], or Gabor wavelets [71]. LBP is a well-known texture descriptor and a successful local descriptor robust to local illumination variations [72]. LBP descriptors are compact and easy to compare by various histogram metrics. In addition, there are many LBP variants that improve the description performance; among these, the most popular is Multi-Scale LBP (MSLBP) [73]. HOG has been successfully applied to tasks such as human detection [70] and face recognition [74]. Similar to LBP, edge information captured by gradients within blocks is packed into a histogram. Discarding pixel location information by block-based histogram binning, LBP and HOG gain invariance to local changes such as small facial expressions and pose variations in pedestrian images. The Gabor wavelets are also successful descriptors that capture global shape information centered at a pixel [75]. The convolution of multiple Gaussian-like kernels with different scales and orientations captures information insensitive to expression variation and blur at a pixel's location. Recently, a generalization of the Pairs of Pixels (POP) descriptor, called Centre Symmetric-Pairs of Pixels (CCS-POP), has been presented for face identification [76]. Another line of research currently gaining attention regards the computation of biologically inspired descriptors that result from the attempt to mimic natural visual systems. Several works have shown interesting results in a variety of different face and object recognition contexts [77–79].

The approach based on local descriptors has recently gained popularity, especially in relation to the spreading of the bag-of-feature representation. Indeed, in this frame, local feature descriptors, which can achieve high robustness with respect to appearance variations, are employed to develop a bag of descriptors that represent image content. All such descriptors are, then, quantized using learned visual words to facilitate the retrieval or classification [80–83]. The approach seems promising in forensic scenarios to fit the high variation of object appearance across different views since some very informative local features can accommodate to bad localizations or part visibility [62].

4.3.2 Beyond the state of the art

The problem of automatically extracting relevant information out of the enormous and steadily growing amount of electronic text data is becoming much more pressing. To overcome this problem, various technologies for information management systems have been explored within the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community. Two promising lines of research are represented by the investigation and development of technologies for (a) ontology learning from document collections and (b) feature extraction from texts.
Ontology learning is concerned with knowledge acquisition from texts as a basis for the construction of ontologies, that is, an explicit and formal specification of the concepts of a given domain and of the relations holding between them; the learning process is typically carried out by combining NLP technologies with machine learning techniques. Buitelaar [84] organized the knowledge acquisition process into a “layer cake” of increasingly complex subtasks, ranging from terminology extraction and synonym acquisition to the bootstrapping of concepts and of the relations linking them. Term extraction is a prerequisite for all aspects of ontology learning from text: measures for termhood assessment range from raw frequency to Information Retrieval measures such as TF-IDF, up to more sophisticated measures [85–88]. The dynamic acquisition of synonyms from texts is typically carried out through clustering techniques and lexical association measures [89, 90]. The most challenging research area in this domain is represented by the identification and extraction of relationships between concepts (taxonomic ones but not only); this research area presents strong connections with the extraction of relational information from texts, both relations and events (see below).

With feature extraction, we refer to the task of automatically identifying in texts instances of semantic classes defined in an ontology. This task includes recognition and semantic classification of items representing the domain referential entities (“Named Entity Recognition” or NER), either “named entities” or any kind of word or expression that refers to a domain-specific entity. Recently, extraction of inter-entity relational information is becoming a crucial task: relations to be extracted range from “place_of”, “author_of,” etc. to specific events, where entities take part in with usually predefined roles (“Relation Extraction”). Currently, there exist several feature extraction approaches, addressing different requirements, operating in different domains and on different text types, and extracting different information bits. If we look at the type of the underlying extraction methodology, systems can be classified into the following classes:

- **rule-based systems**, using hand-crafted rules. Rule-based systems are particularly appropriate for dealing with documents showing very regular patterns, such as standard tables of data, Web pages with HTML markup, or highly structured text documents;

- **systems incorporating supervised machine learning**: an alternative to the time-consuming process of hand coding of detailed and specific rules is represented by supervised semantic annotation systems, which learn feature extraction rules from a collection of previously annotated documents; and

- **systems using unsupervised machine learning**: they represent a viable alternative, currently being explored in different systems, to supervised machine learning approaches, as they dispense with the need for training data whose production may be as time consuming as rule hand coding.

Depending on nature and depth of the features to be extracted, different amounts of linguistic knowledge must be resorted to. This means that type and role of the linguistic analysis differ from one system to another. The condition part of feature extraction rules may check the presence of a given lexical item, the syntactic category of words in context, and their syntactic dependencies. Different clues such as typographical features, relative position of words, or even coreference relations can also be exploited. Most feature extraction systems therefore involve linguistic text processing and semantic knowledge: segmentation into words, morphosyntactic tagging, (either shallow or full) syntactic analysis, and sometimes even lexical disambiguation, semantic tagging, or anaphora resolution.
Text analysis can be carried out either at the preprocessing stage or as part of the feature extraction process. In the former case, the whole text is first analyzed. The analysis is global in the sense that items that are spread all over the document can contribute to build the normalized and enriched representation of the text. Then, the feature extraction process operates on the enriched representation of the text. In the latter case, text analysis is driven by the process of verifying a specific condition. The linguistic analysis is local, focuses on the context of the triggering item associated with a specific feature, and fully depends on the conditions to be checked for that feature.

Different approaches to feature extraction will be investigated to assess their strength and effectiveness to detect and describe the multimedia data content relevant to forensic activities. Both biometric features and local informative descriptors will be studied and collected to create a range of different opportunities to describe multimedia data content. More precisely, low level, local, invariant descriptors will be explored to assure a good performance of detection algorithms, especially for recognition in the wild, whereas global biometric features and properties will be considered as high-level information that is better understandable by end users.

A formal model will be adopted to define the features of different kinds. This will result into an ontological model that will organize different classes of features and foster their sharing and reuse. This will be a very innovative result since the ontology will be general and will approach the domain of multimedia data analysis. It will go further current metadata standards such as MPEG 7 or 21 and will be much more comprehensive and specific than other existing ontologies, which are only partially focused on feature extraction and always aimed at other problems such as multimedia data annotation. Additionally, the ontology will be enriched with algorithms to compute the features included, resulting into a toolbox for feature extraction. This will be another very innovative result.

As far as feature extraction from texts is concerned, the main challenge is represented by the typology of texts to be dealt with, testifying noncanonical language usages.

4.4 Text mining

4.4.1 State of the art

Twitter is a new multimedia communication channel that is rapidly gaining popularity and users, yet police forces do not dispose of adequate methods to analyze the large amounts of textual data that are generated each day. Recently, several retrospective investigations concerning football riots revealed that Twitter was actively used by rivaling gang members to plan their assaults. Twitter data are hard to analyze because the text fragments are very short, multiple persons can be involved in a conversation about various topics, and the data are rapidly changing.

Twitter is a recently introduced microblogging and information sharing platform [91] with over 140 million users and 340 million tweets per day. In the past, several studies have been dedicated to analyzing twitter feeds, for example, in the field of opinion mining and sentiment analysis. For example, in Ref. [92], the authors analyzed the text content of daily Twitter feeds by two mood tracking tools: OpinionFinder, which measures positive versus negative mood, and Google-Profile of Mood States (GPOMS), which measures mood in terms of six dimensions (Calm, Alert, Sure, Vital, Kind, and Happy). They cross-validated the resulting mood time series by comparing their ability to detect the public’s response to the presidential election and thanksgiving day in 2008. Ratkiewicz et al. [93] used machine learning for analyzing politically motivated individuals and organizations that use multiple
centrally controlled twitter accounts to create the appearance of widespread support for a candidate or opinion and to support the dissemination of political misinformation.

4.4.2 Beyond the state of the art

We propose to develop and use an integrated data visualization environment based on formal concept analysis, temporal concept analysis, temporal relational semantic systems, and self-organizing maps to identify suspicious tweets.

Formal concept analysis (FCA) is a mathematical technique that was introduced in 1982 by Rudolf Wille [94] and takes its roots in earlier work of Birkhoff [95] and the early work on applying lattice-theoretical ideas in information science, like it was done by Barbut et al. [96]. FCA was used in several security text mining projects. The goal in each of these papers was to make an overload of information available in an intuitive visual format that may speed up and improve decision making by police investigators on where and when to act. In the first case study, with the Amsterdam-Amstelland police (RPAA), which started in 2007, FCA was used to analyze statements made by victims to the police. The concept of domestic violence was iteratively enriched and refined, resulting in an improved definition and highly accurate automated labeling of new incoming cases [97]. Later on, the authors made a shift to the millions of observational and very short police reports from which persons involved in human trafficking and terrorism were extracted. Concept lattices allowed for the detection of several suspects involved in human trafficking or showing radicalizing behavior [98, 99].

Temporal concept analysis (TCA) was introduced by Wolff [100] and offers a framework for representing and analyzing data containing a temporal dimension. In previously discussed security applications, suspects were mentioned in multiple reports, and a detailed profile of one suspect (and persons in his social network) depicted as a lattice, with timestamps of the observations as objects and indications as attributes helped to gain an insight into his (their) threat to society [101]. Recently, TCA and its relational counterpart temporal relational semantic systems (TRSS, [100]) were successfully applied to the analysis of chat conversations [102].

Self-organizing maps [103] have been used in many applications, where high-dimensional unsupervised data spaces had to be visualized in a two-dimensional plane to make the data accessible for human experts. For example, Ramadas et al. [104] used self-organizing maps for identifying suspicious network activity. In a previous security case study, a special type named emergent self-organizing maps was used to identify domestic violence in police reports [105, 106]. They were found to be more suitable than multidimensional scaling for text mining. Claster et al. [107] used self-organizing maps to mine over 80 million twitter micro logs in order to explore whether these data can be used to identify sentiment about tourism and Thailand amid the unrest in that country during the early part of 2010 and further whether analysis of tweets can be used to discern the effect of that unrest on Phuket’s tourism environment.

Nevertheless, there are several differences between analyzing twitter feeds and traditional police reports. Whereas individual tweets may not be so interesting, a lot of information can be distilled from conversations consisting of many tweets that emerged between different users concerning a certain topic. Such feeds do not contain a summary of facts; rather several topics emerge between two or more persons. We should judge the interestingness of the feed from a security enforcement perspective and distinguish between several types of twitter users in a relevant conversation, for example, is this person someone who contributed only marginally or did he or she actually contribute to or promote criminal behavior. Ebner et al. [108]
used Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to categorize twitter users who write tweets about the same topics in the context of a conference event. Cuvelier et al. [109] used FCA as an e-reputation monitoring system in combination with tag clouds. Also, the Natural Language Processing of tweets is nowadays a challenging task since Twitter is characterized by a so-called noncanonical language. It is widely acknowledged that NLP systems have a drop of accuracy when tested against text characterized by this kind of language. This negatively affects different levels of text analysis ranging from the linguistic annotation to the information extraction process. It follows that the analysis of noncanonical languages is one of the main topics of the most recent NLP conferences, for example, the First Workshop on Syntactic Analysis of Noncanonical Language (SANCL-2012) (https://sites.google.com/site/sancl2012/), the workshop series on Scrittura brevi (lit.: short writings) organized by the University of Rome Tor Vergata (https://sites.google.com/site/scritturebrevi/atti-dei-workshop), and the First Shared Task on Dependency Parsing of Legal Texts at SPLET-2012 (https://sites.google.com/site/splet2012workshop/shared-task). The main challenges in analyzing noncanonical languages, as tweet language, result from the fact that they have different linguistic characteristics with respect to the data from which the tools are trained, typically newswire texts. Among the others, punctuation and capitalization are often inconsistent; slang, technical jargon is widely exploited; and noncanonical syntactic structures frequently occur [110–112]. Accordingly, several domain adaptation methods and different strategies of analysis have been investigated to improve the accuracies of the NLP tools, among the most recent ones the self-training method used by Le Roux et al. [113], the active-learning method used by Attardi et al. [114], and the term-extraction method proposed by Bonin et al. [88].

Event detection in Twitter has been recently an area of active research and successfully applied to detecting earthquakes [115] and sport events [116]. For events of interest to legal forces, one can utilize the generic features, such as emerging common terms, location, date, and also potentially the participants of the event. Hence, we extract the date/time information and time-event phrases that are learnt from tweets and set the presence of them as a feature. Participant information is also captured via the presence of the ‘@’ character followed by a username within tweets. Specific to the events of legal interest, one can also utilize the overall sentiment of the tweets as a potential feature. According to a recent research by Leetaru [117] at the University of Illinois at Chicago, strong negative emotions in news can suggest upcoming of a significant event. A sentiment analysis in a long period of news revealed that the textual sentiments before the revolutions in Libya and Egypt have shown significant negative signals. The strength of this negativity is found comparable to the signals in 1991 news, right before the United States entered Kuwait; and also in 2003, when the United States-Iraq was about to start.

While the current approaches, such as Ref. [117], have been shown to work on static data and static models, more research is needed to enhance these methods for the dynamic case. Also, the news text is highly structured and formal, while Twitter consists of informal short text. Based on our prior work on classifying short tweets [118], and sentiment analysis on large-scale data [119], we will categorize the tweets for event detection and identify tweets with strong sentimentality. Our initial hypothesis is that strong sentiment increases the probability of event being of interest to legal forces. Recently, distributional semantic models (DSMs) have been applied to affective text analysis with good results across languages [120]. In this WP, we will also apply DSMs to sentiment analysis of multilingual tweets. The more interesting problem is the forecasting problem, where the events can be predicted beforehand. This would be of high value for preventive law enforcement. Besides the prediction problem, one can also use this approach to get feedback from
the crowd on actions taken by the law officers. Such approaches have already been deployed for finance and marketing applications to understand the mood of financial markets and consumer opinions [92, 121, 122]. Similar concepts can be adapted for forensic applications. In fact, FBI and Pentagon have already started to utilize these methods to predict criminal and terrorist activities and monitor persons and regions of high interest [AP Exclusive].

The innovativeness of tool in this area lays in the fact that the combination of the discussed methods has never been proposed for visualizing and clustering data, nor integrated in a software system. It will be the first integrated human centered data discovery environment that combines both statistical methods from machine learning with order-theoretic methods such as concept lattices. The self-organizing map that can handle high-dimensional data spaces and, as a consequence, is an ideal tool for an initial preprocessing is at the start of the human centered discovery process. FCA can then be used to explore dependencies and information links in a smaller subset. TCA and TRSS are used for in-depth profiling of identified individuals and communities. In particular, we focus on the niche of twitter user and feed mining in the broader text-mining field. State-of-the-art domain adaptation methods will be tested to improve the accuracies of the linguistic annotation tools on Twitter data, and customized term-extraction methods will be devised in order to reliably extract relevant keywords from tweets. Needless to say that the proposed system can be easily expanded to other text mining applications.

A web crawler will be designed to collect the feeds from the twitter website. This is a technically challenging yet known task to the scientific community (see e.g., [107]). The data collection can be done by an employee hired by the police who received a type P screening. The type of data is fragments of texts. Concerning languages, we will first focus on Dutch tweets. This may later be extended to Hungarian and Bulgarian since most organized crime in areas such as human trafficking is committed by these nationalities in Amsterdam. Since a tweet consists of among others a user name, his twitter ID and the posted text, as well as potentially ID and name of other users, we will first replace these user-identifiable information items by numeric values using regular expressions. In the second step, we will use available Named Entity Recognition methods for removing person names from the tweets themselves.

4.5 Video analysis

4.5.1 State of the art

Video retrieval has a long history [123–125]. According to the type of video at hand (e.g., film, news, CCTV recording, etc.), different retrieval tasks can be defined both in terms of the type of query and in terms of the processing techniques that are suited for extracting meaningful concepts. For example, it is easy to see that the making of a film comprises the use of techniques whose goal is to provoke sentiments in the watcher. Thus, in order to retrieve concepts from videos, automatic techniques must take into account not only the characteristic of the scene but also the movements of the camera and video editing techniques. On the other hand, still cameras used for video-surveillance purposes allow for the detection of persons and objects moving within the monitored area, as the characteristic of the scene is well known in advance. On these topics, a vast corpus of research has been carried out in the past years, and a number of automatic analysis techniques are embedded into commercial products [126].

One of the first steps in video analysis is the detection of shots, that is, video sequences that contain a continuous camera action in time and space [127, 128].
In the case of films, broadcasted news, and sport videos, shot detection is performed by looking at well-known separators, such as fading and black frames. Each shot is then characterized by one or more key frames, that is, those frames that can be used to characterize the shot. Shot classification can be performed by extracting suitable features and using machine-learning techniques for concept classification. Features can be either extracted from key frames, as well as by looking at global characteristics of the video sequence. They can represent low-level information of such as color and textures as well as characteristics of the shot such as temporal features.

A number of techniques for carrying out these steps have been developed for TV broadcasters, in particular for sport as well as news programs [123, 124]. In these areas, the knowledge of the rules of the game and the rules of video shooting allowed for building a reliable ground truth that allows to make objective comparisons of different algorithms. The classification of video shots can be used for retrieval purposes, as soon as the goal is to retrieve all videos related to a particular class. On the other hand, the use of these techniques for forensic applications still needs more investigation due to the low resolution of the cameras, the variability of the recorded scenes, and the presence of person and objects typically in nonfrontal positions and with many occlusions.

Today, it is of particular interest the reidentification of people in videos [129, 130]. This problem can be formulated as follows. In many real scenarios, an area is monitored by a number of cameras. When persons move in the monitored environment, they can be identified by their face only if they appear in the video in some pose. After they have been identified in one of the videos, they can be tracked (i.e., reidentified) according to their global appearance (e.g., their clothes) rather than by their face.

Speech and sound files constitute an important part of the data collected by Law Enforcement Agencies. For the last 35 years, practical speech recognition systems have been based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), which model the training data using the Baum-Welch algorithm in a global manner. Markov state probability distributions are also represented using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). HMMs try to represent the time-varying speech and sound files [131, 132]. This approach is successful to some extent in controlled environments and dictation systems in which people clearly speak to the machines [133].

HMMs and GMMs use features extracted from temporal speech windows. Current speech and sound feature extraction schemes are based on Fourier analysis [131, 134, 135]. Temporal information is only incorporated to the automatic speech recognition systems by only dividing speech into temporal analysis windows. Unfortunately, this global approach loses keyword or speaker-specific features, which are needed in forensic applications. For example, a person cannot modify his or her own average temporal zero crossing rate, even if he or she tries to change his or her own voice by mumbling, or talking with a mouth full of food or cotton balls, etc. [136]. This kind of temporal and person specific information is not used in today’s systems, which are globally trained using all the available data.

Global approaches provide good speech and speaker recognition and identification results as long as it is possible to have a good description of the unobserved data. However, continuous spontaneous speech recognition is still an unsolved problem [133, 137]. Unfortunately, most of the speech data in legal cases are spontaneous speech data. In many applications, it is required to retrieve keywords, phrases, names, and speakers from spontaneous speech in real time. Therefore, it is necessary to develop not only new feature extraction and speech and sound representation schemes but also exemplar type case and similarity-based reasoning methods to improve the current speech and sound processing systems.
4.5.2 Beyond the state of the art

The analysis of videos for forensic applications can be carried out by relying on some of the above techniques, provided they are tailored to the scenario at hand. It is easy to see that in the case of surveillance videos, we cannot define a shot according to the paradigm used to segment a film or a sport video [126, 138]. Rather, the definition of "shot" can be driven by the event that is looked for in the video. In particular, the video analyst should be able to query the system, so that the video is first segmented according to the particular event, and then, the shots that can contain the event of interest with high probability are further analyzed by more sophisticated technique in order to detect the object of interest [139]. The development of such a system is beyond the current state of the art, and it will be carried out within this project.

The development of reidentification techniques may allow tracking a person in videos collected by multiple cameras at different locations and in different periods. Detecting people can be carried out by face detection. Many of the existing facial recognition systems are sensitive to variations in the enrolment phase [140–145]. Often these systems have been trained by a huge number of pictures of the same person to estimate reliable values of the parameters for statistical classifiers. The current state of the art does not include a suitable system for the generation of a prototype picture of a person nor a suited prototype-based classifier [146, 147]. Some automatic prototype generation developed in the area of pattern recognition could be used for face recognition [148–150].

Prototype-based system could effectively handle changes in illumination, as they can perform recognition by part resemblance [151, 152]. For the above reasons, most of the facial recognition systems available today assume a standardized enrolment procedure to be performed in a controlled environment (e.g., a cabin), where a number of pictures of the face in a frontal position (2-D) with respect to the camera are taken. In addition, the picture is renewed whenever the recognition accuracy decreases.

Many different methods have been used so far for face recognition and cover a wide spectrum of methods in the pattern recognition field: geometrical representation of the face [153], templates [154, 155], hidden Markov models [156], principal component analysis [157], independently component analysis [158], elastic graph matching [159], trace transform [160], and SVM [161]. None of the methods can be seen as the most promising method because the performance depends on the scenario at hand, and the assumption behind the proposed theoretical models might not be met in real scenarios. Thus, new techniques based on the exploitation of different picture representations, such as shape, texture, signs for skin, eyes and spatial, sign-based connections, and the prototype-based system, have to be investigated.

Case and similarity-based recognition and sensing methods for speech, sound, and audio recognition using both temporal and frequency domain information will be developed. Development of “query by example,” keyword, and phrase-based retrieval schemes using exemplar-based schemes, which will be capable of part and whole similarity matching, will be a significant contribution to the existing speech recognition systems.

Current methods for speech and audio analysis emphasize spectral methods. For example, well-known Shazam music recognition method uses only spectral peaks [162]. Commonly used mel-cepstral coefficients, line spectral frequencies, and RASTA features [134, 135] do not have any temporal information, either. We believe that temporal information is not fully utilized in current methods. Temporal information will provide critical information for speaker recognition and keyword spotting.
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applications. We are developing temporal speech representation methods based on delta modulation [163, 164], zero-crossing, and wavelet scattering [165, 166] information will be incorporated into content based audio and sound retrieval and speech and audio recognition applications.

As pointed above, another important avenue, which is not explored by current methods, is compressive recognition, similarity-based reasoning, and case-based reasoning. Current data modeling methods assume a global representation. On the other hand, case and similarity-based reasoning methods will be able to incorporate fine details of the test case and will likely to provide better recognition results, especially in spontaneous speech. Temporal representation methods such as delta modulation and zero-crossing information are ideal for exemplar and similarity-based reasoning approaches. It is also possible to combine the differential representation of temporal data with the spectral data using compressive sensing [167], which extends this differential data processing concept by using random weights adding to zero to linearly combine the data and/or features. In this way, similarity learning, case generalization and case storage, and compressive learning and sensing will allow the handling of very large amount (terabytes) of data. Once the keyword and phrases are detected, analysts can manually process the proposed retrieval results.

Cut-and-paste locations in speech can be also detected using delta modulation and wavelet scattering, providing a differential representation of speech, sound, and audio data. Fragile watermarking schemes based on wavelet scattering and delta modulation will be developed to prevent tampering. Resulting representation can be easily stored, and it will be ideal for different forensic purposes.

5. Conclusions

Forensic investigations on multimedia evidence usually develop along four different steps: analysis, selection, evaluation, and comparison. During the analysis step, technicians typically look at huge amounts of different multimedia data (e.g., hours of video or audio recordings, pages and pages of text, and hundreds and hundreds of pictures) to reconstruct the dynamic of the event and collect any piece of relevant information. This step obviously requires a lot of time, and many factors can make it difficult, among which data heterogeneity, quality, and quantity are the most relevant. Afterward, during the selection step, technicians select and acquire the most meaningful pieces of information from the different multimedia data (e.g., frames from videos, audio fragments, and documents). Then, in the evaluation step, they look for relevant elements in the selected data, which will be further investigated in the comparison step. They can select heads, vehicles, license plates, guns, sentences, sounds, and all other elements that can link a person to the event. The main problems are the low quality of media data due to high compression, adverse environmental conditions (e.g., noise, bad lighting condition), camera/object position, and facial expressions. Finally, during the comparison step, technicians place the extracted elements side by side with a known element of comparison. From the comparison of general and particular characteristics, the operators give a level of similarity. In forensic application, the use of automatic pattern recognition system gives poor performance because of the high variability of data recording. On the other hand, human perception is a great pattern recognition system but is characterized by high subjectivity and unknown reproducibility and performance.

In this chapter, we propose to develop a toolkit of methods and instruments that will be able to support analysts along all these steps, strongly reducing human intervention. First of all, it will include instruments to process different kinds of
media data and, possibly, correlate them. This will obviously reduce the time spent to find the correct instruments for processing the medium at hand. Furthermore, it comprises preprocessing tools that alleviate, by filtering and enhancement, the problem of low-data quality. In particular, for image and video data, a great help will come from super-resolution methods that will maximize the information contained in low-resolution images or videos (e.g., foster the process of face reconstruction and recognition from blurred images). This feature will greatly support all the subsequent steps.

In this chapter, we focused on the background and motivation for our work. The overall system architecture is explained. We present the data to be used. After a review of the state of the art of related work of the multimedia data we consider in this work, we describe the method and techniques we are developing that go beyond the state of the art. The work will be continued in the Chapter Part II of Forensic Multimedia Data Analysis.
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